**Picture Books**

- E Cantrell: A Friend for Einstein
- E Collier: A Horse Named Steve
- E Doyle: Horse
- E Gray: The Wild Little Horse
- E Hubbell: Horses: Trotting! Prancing! Racing!
- E Kalan: Horse Meets Dog
- E Kumin: Oh, Harry!
- E Smee: Clip-Clop
- E Stein: Cowboy Ned & Andy
- E Wilson: Horseplay!
- E Wojtowycz: Elephant Joe, Brave Knight!
- E Yolen: Hush, Little Horse!

**Easy Readers**

- ER 1 Long: Dance, Dance, Dance!
- ER 1 Long: Paint it Out!
- ER 1 Meister: My Pony Jack
- ER 2 Earhart: Breyer Stablemates 420-590
- ER 2 Hillert: The Little Cowboy and the Big Cowboy 210
- ER 2 Mackall: A Horse Named Bob
- ER 2 Mackall: A Perfect Pony
- ER 2 Weyn: Snowflake 590
- ER 3 Hapka: Pony Scouts 500-520
- ER 3 Hill: Black Beauty and the Thunderstorm 520
- ER 3 Silverman: Cowgirl Kate & Cocoa 410-470

**Fiction**

- J Fic Abrams: Two to Tango: a Natalie Story 870
- J Fic American: Kaya (by Shaw series) 720-910
- J Fic Angleberger: Fake Mustache: or how Jodie O’Rodeo… 710
- J Fic Baughman: The Wild Path
- J Fic Duay: Hoofbeats (series) 740-820
- J Fic Faber: Pony on the Twelfth Floor
- J Fic Farley: Black Stallion 680
- J Fic Farley: Dark Sunshine
- J Fic George: The Rose Legacy 800
- J Fic Giff: Wild Girl 640
- J Fic Haas: The Hungry Place 660
- J Fic Haas: Birthday Pony 560
- J Fic Haas: Rescue 610
- J Fic Horse & JP: Horse Diaries (series) (various authors) 530-980
- J Fic Horse: Horse Tales
- J Fic Hucklesby: Starfire Song 850
- J Fic Knowles: Where the Heart Is
- J Fic Keene: Pony Problems 650
- JP Lester: Horse Crazy (series)
- J Fic Orr: Cuckoo’s Flight
- J Fic Osborne: Stallion by Starlight 500

**Graphic Novels**

- J Graphic Best: Best Shot in the West: The Adventures of Nat Love
- J Graphic History: The Wild Mustang: Horses of the American West
Non-Fiction

J 398.209 Goble The Girl Who Loved Wild Horses
J 599.665 Magby Mustangs
J 599.665 Momatiuk Face to Face with Wild Horses
J 636.1 Gibbons Horses!
J 636.1 Henry Album of Horses
J 636.1 Linde Famous Horses
J 636.1 Lauber The True-or-False Book of Horses
J 636.1 Petty Horse Heroes
J 636.1 Silverstein Miniature Horses: Cool Pets!
J 636.1 Stamps Horses & Ponies
J 636.1 Trotman The Horse Book
J 636.1 Wilsdon For Horse-Crazy Girls Only
J 636.13 Marsico Wild Horses
J 798 Curry Horse and Pony Competitions
J 798.2 Herran Equestrian Sports
J 798.23 Bolte Dressage
J 798.23 Budd Learning to Ride Horses and Ponies
J 798.24 Hayden Horse Show
J 798.2 Ransford First riding lessons
J 798.4 Horse A Horse Named Funny Cide
J 798.4 Libby I Rode the Red Horse:
J 798.4 Shehata Seabiscuit vs War Admiral
J 951.904 McCormick Sergeant Reckless: The True Story of the Little Horse Who Became a Hero

LL is the Lexile® Framework for Reading is a scientific approach that places both the reader and text on the same developmental scale, making it easy to connect your child with books targeted to their reading ability.